HSS Research Seminars – Semester 1 2018/19

Thursday 4th October 2018, Mel Nowicki, G4.33, 12pm-1pm
Geography research seminar, “‘Get smaller!’? The shrinking space-times of housing solutions in London and San Francisco”

Monday 8th October, Sarah Birch (King’s College London), JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘Electoral violence and informal institutions’

Tuesday 9th October, Craig Saper (UMBC Baltimore), JHB 305, 12pm-2pm
English and Modern Languages research seminar, ‘Does the Publisher Matter To Canonicity? Dante Gabriel Rossetti and William Morris, Hand in Hand in America’

Monday 15th October, Steve Fuller (Warwick), JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘Can universities survive the post-truth era?’

Thursday 18th October 2018, Tom Chambers, G4.33, 12pm-1pm
Geography research seminar, ‘Performed conviviality: space, bordering and silence in the city’

Monday 22nd October, Samia Bano (SOAS), JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘Decolonising the university: knowledge, Power and Legal Diversity’

Tuesday 23rd October, Mayanika Mathur (Oxford), JHB 207, 12pm-1pm
Anthropology research seminar, ‘Entrapment: new ways of seeing big cats in India’

Wednesday 24th October, Vicky Angelaki (Reading), JHB 305, 12pm-2pm
English and Modern Languages research seminar, Climate Change and Contemporary Drama: The Challenge of Representation

Thursday 25th October 2018, Emily Hayes, G4.33, 12pm-1pm
Geography research seminar, ‘From sandscapes to glassworlds: the visual imagination of Vaughan Cornish (1862-1948)’

Monday 29th October, Martin Coward (Manchester), JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘Connectivity, affect and vulnerability: rethinking security through everyday infrastructure’

Tuesday 30th October, Jeremy MacClancy, JHB 207, 12pm-1pm
Anthropology research seminar, ‘Before and beyond Brexit: political dimensions of UK lifestyle migration’

Monday 5th November, Synne Dyvik (Sussex), JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘War ink: sense-making and curating war through military tattoos’

Tuesday 6th November, Jialing Luo (Sichuan University), JHB 207, 12pm-1pm
Anthropology research seminar, ‘House, inheritance and relatedness: understanding social transformations in modern China’
Wednesday 7th November, Tatiana Kontou, JHB 305, 12pm-1pm
English and Modern Languages research seminar, ‘I will always be near you: Spiritualism and the lost child’

Thursday 8th November 2018, Ash Parton, G4.33, 12pm-1pm
Geography research seminar, ‘Holocene landscape change and human occupation of the Batinah Region, Northern Oman’

Monday 12th November, Adam Fishwick (De Montfort), JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘Labour organising and the (re)turn to austerity in Latin America’

Tuesday 13th November, Kepa Fernández de Larrinoa (Universidad Pública de Navarra), JHB 207, 12pm-1pm
Anthropology research seminar, ‘Social order and festive time: confronting memories and commemorations of political violence in a Patron Saint Celebration’

Monday 19th November, Elizabeth Frazer (Oxford), JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘Justifying political violence’

Thursday 22nd November 2018, Chris Satow, G4.33, 12pm-1pm
Geography research seminar, ‘The environmental and volcanic history of the Aegean: a new International Ocean Drilling Project proposal’

Monday 26th November, Tom Crook, JHB 202, 4.15pm-6pm
Centre for Global Politics, Economy and Society seminar, ‘At the limits of citizenship: the problem of non-voting in Britain and France, 1848-2014’

Wednesday 5th December, JHB 305, 12pm-1pm
English and Modern Languages PhD research panel/ roundtable, JHB 305, 12pm-1pm

Thursday 6th December 2018, Jacky Tivers (St Mary’s University London), G4.33, 12pm-1pm
Geography research seminar, ‘Teaching the geographies of sport’

Tuesday 11th December, Julie Valk, JHB 207, 12pm-1pm
Anthropology research seminar, ‘The smell of Shōwa: time, materiality and regimes of value in Japan’s second-hand kimono industry’